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Repetition
• Precision input techniques

– Offset Cursor / Shift
– Tap Tap / MagStick
– back-of device

• Enlarge input vocabulary
– MicroRolls
– BezelSwipe

• Forgot last week (after XPaand):
– Bend gestures

2
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Lahey,	  Girouard,	  Burleson,	  Vertegaal.	  PaperPhone:	  Understanding	  the	  Use	  of	  Bend	  Gestures	  in	  
Mobile	  Devices	  with	  Flexible	  Electronic	  Paper	  Display.	  CHI	  2011.

PaperPhone: Bend Gestures in Mobile 
Devices with Flexible E-Paper Display

Use device as watch… …detach, use as PDA
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Lahey,	  Girouard,	  Burleson,	  Vertegaal.	  PaperPhone:	  Understanding	  the	  Use	  of	  Bend	  Gestures	  in	  
Mobile	  Devices	  with	  Flexible	  Electronic	  Paper	  Display.	  CHI	  2011.

PaperPhone: Bend Gestures in Mobile 
Devices with Flexible E-Paper Display
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Extending Input Vocabulary

• ...by using the space around the body and 
the screen

– BodySpace
– Virtual Shelf
– Around-Body Interaction
– SideSight 
– Air+Touch

5

Literature: Cao, x. et al.:
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BodySpace
• uses inertial sensing and basic pattern 

recognition to allow gestural control
• control by placing the device at different 

body parts
– magnetometer
– accelerometer
– gyroscope

6

Literature: Strachan, S. et al.: BodySpace: Inferring body pose for natural control of a music player , CHI’07
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user’s personal finances on the mobile device. From the 
machine’s sensor perspective this is simply a time-
series in acceleration but the user thinks of the back 
pocket as the location of their personal finances, and 
that this can be accessed by moving their phone there. 

Previous work on this concept focussed mainly on the 
basic ideas and requirements for the project without a 
working, mobile implementation.  Strachan et al. [12]  
built a dynamic systems implementation of a gesture 
recogniser. In this paper we describe the first 
implementation of a completely handheld and fully 
functioning ‘BodySpace’ system, which uses inertial 
sensing to recognise when it is placed at different areas 
of a user’s body in order to control a music player, 
essentially utilising the human body as the mnemonic 
device. A user may place the device at their hip in 
order to control the volume of their current song or at 
their ear, in order to switch tracks. 

Our system differs from other gesture controlled 
systems in that we are not required to explicitly design 
a lexicon of gestures. The range of gestures we use is 
constrained by the limits (static and kinematic) of the 
human body in that the arm can only move to a finite 
number of locations around the body, providing us with 
an obvious, perfectly natural and easily generated set 
of gestures. Another difference is that we do not use 
any buttons at all in our interface, making the 
interaction more fluid and natural than a gestural 
system that requires an explicit button press at the 
beginning of each gesture (e.g. the Samsung SCH 310, 
the only gesturally controlled phone on the market, 
uses a gesture button which has to be activated while 
generating gestures). Additionally, we also use a 
model-based approach to our interaction design 

enabling us to easily alter the dynamics of interaction 
and multimodal feedback by varying the parameters of 
our model. 

Gesture Controlled Applications 
Inertial sensing has proved to be a viable technique for 
sensing movement for gestural interaction with mobile 
devices. Rekimoto et al [9] describe their GestureWrist 
system, which consists of a wristband that recognises 
hand and forearm movements and uses these 
movements to communicate with a computer. Ubi-
Finger [13] is another system which uses acceleration 
and touch sensors to detect a fixed set of hand 
gestures and Kela et al describe the use of a matchbox 
sized sensor pack, SoapBox [3], which they use to 
control the functionality of different appliances in their 
design studio. They describe a study designed to 
compare the usefulness of the gesture modality 
compared to other modalities for control such as RFID 
objects or PDA and stylus, finding that gestures are a 
natural modality for certain tasks. This reflects the 
conclusions of Pirhonen et al. [7] who investigated the 
use of gesture and non-speech based audio as a way to 
improve the interface on a mobile music player. The 
key advantage of this gestural approach is that it 
enables eyes-free interaction with a music player, 
which is advantageous, especially when the user is `on 
the move'. 

Hardware  
The equipment used consists of an HP iPAQ 5550 
running windowsCE equipped with a MESH [6] inertial 
navigation system (INS) backpack consisting of 3 
Analog Devices r2g dual-axis accelerometers, 3 Analog 
Devices r300deg/s single chip gyroscopes, 3 Honeywell 
devices magnetometers, a Trimble LassenSq GPS and a 

Figure1: Examples of other ways we 
may use the bodyspace system 
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accelerometer measurements, can indicate which body 

locations are, as shown in figure 4, compatible. This 

then allows us to use the second stage of recognition to 

gather extra evidence for the inferred body location by 

comparing how the device moved to that position, 

based on accelerometer data for the last second of 

motion. A simple Multi-Layer Perceptron [2] is used to 

classify one of four body positions. The use of a Multi-

Layer Perceptron at this stage shows the generality of 

the approach and was perfectly adequate for this task 

since its compact final form of a handful of parameters, 

and low processing cost makes it very suitable for low 

memory mobile devices. Training of this system 

involves repeated gestures to the four different parts of 

the body with three gestures per location required to 

achieve adequate training in this set-up. 

Modelling 
In this work we also incorporated dynamic model-based 

approaches to interaction. By basing our interaction on 

a simulation of a physical model we enable a more 

active exploration of the potential range of interaction 

with the device. It also allows us to alter the ‘look and 

feel’ of the interaction very easily by simply altering the 

parameters of the model and gives us great scope for 

designing multi-modal interaction, where the vibration 

and audio feedback can be generated in real-time as 

the user performs the gesture. 

When the device is classified to be at a certain body 

location, the system switches to the correct mode and 

model associated with that part of the body. So for 

example, when we wish to switch tracks, the device is 

first moved to the left ear where recognition occurs. A 

mode switch then means that when the device is tilted 

back or forward at the ear, in order to switch tracks, as 

in figure 6, a simulation of a ‘ball in a bowl' metaphor 

represents the state of the interaction. We can imagine 

a ball placed in a bowl or concavity as shown in figure 5 

where each bowl or concavity represents a different 

track. The simulation approach allows us to add 

formative feedback such as the real-time synthesis 

used by Rath & Rocchesso in [9] which gives the user a 

sense of the devices sensitivity to his action. 

 

Figure 5: Combination of bowls, which the user must navigate 
the ball into in order to switch tracks 

With a row of bowls representing a list of tracks, it is 

possible simulate the task of transferring a ball from 

one bowl to the next by providing an external force 

from the movement of the device. In this case the 

external force comes from a flick of the device. 

Increased velocity and momentum of the flick would 

allow users to reach the peak, and effectively fall into 

the next track. We may model the surface friction and 

the effort required to overcome the peak of the bowl 

with some simple physics. Each bowl is represented by 

a simple parabola, with a certain height, y, used to 

calculate angle of slope: � �yx /tan 1� T  and the 

force: TsinmgF  , minus surface friction [4]. This 

interaction is also augmented with vibrotactile feedback 

allowing the user to feel when the track switch has 

occurred, where the level of feedback presented is 

associated with a parameter of the physical model. A 

similar mechanism is used to control the volume of a 

track, which is located, in this set-up, at the left hip. So 

Figure6: Illustration of the main 
functionality of the BodySpace system. 
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Virtual Shelf
• access programmable shortcuts on mobile 

phone by pointing to a body-relative 
location around the body
– especially interesting for visual impaired users

• shortcuts are arranged in an imaginary 
sphere.

7
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Around-body interaction
• phone’s 3D location tracking: front camera, 

accelerometer and inertia measurement 
units

• three level of around body interaction:
– canvas: expand interaction area beyond the 

screen boundaries (e.g. place UI element in 
space, which is larger than screen)

– modal: switch between different applications or 
modes within a given application. 

– context: device’s spatial relationship to the user

8

Literature: Chen, x. et al.: Around-Body Interaction: Sensing & Interaction Techniques for 
proprioception-enhanced input with mobile devices, MobileHCI’14
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Side-of-Device Interaction: SideSight
• Useful if device is placed on table
• Distance sensors along device edges

– Multipoint interactions
• IR proximity sensors

– Edge: 10x1 pixel “depth” image

Left and right “depth” images

Butler, Izadi, Hodges. SideSight: Multi-“touch” Interaction Around Small Devices. UIST’08.
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Side-of-Device Interaction: SideSight

Butler, Izadi, Hodges. SideSight: Multi-“touch” Interaction Around Small Devices. UIST’08.
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Air + Touch

11

Literature: Chen, x. et al.: Air+Touch: Interweaving Touch & In-Air Gestures, UIST’14
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Menu Techniques

• FastTap
• BezelTap
• Augmented Letters
• Two-handed Marking Menus

12

Literature: Cao, x. et al.:
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FastTap: Command selection on 
tablets
• rapid command execution 

technique
• modal access to a grid of 

command buttons (quasimode)
• selection mechanism identical 

for novices and experts
• takes advantage of spatial 

memory to teach command 
shortcuts.

13

Literature: Gutwin, C. et al.: Faster Command Selection on Tablets with FastTap, CHI’14

 

that navigational errors (e.g., choosing the wrong menu) 
substantially increased the time needed for hierarchical 
organizations. In this work, we adapt the CommandMap’s 
flat and spatially stable design to work with mobile devices. 

Design Goal 2: Support a transition to expertise 
One of the primary advantages of marking menus is the 
way in which they support a smooth and rapid transition to 
expert use [12]. After activating a marking menu, a novice 
user can wait for a short time to see a labeled radial menu 
appear, from which they make their selection with a touch 
gesture; an expert user can make the same gesture without 
waiting for the menu to appear. Since the motor actions for 
the novice and expert uses of the menu are identical, users 
learn the expert gestures through normal interaction. 

This principle of rehearsal is extremely important to the 
development of user expertise. FastTap is therefore 
designed to support rehearsal during novice use. In a similar 
manner to marking menus, the command grid only appears 
on-screen after a delay; users with spatial or muscle 
memory of the interface can interact instantly without 
waiting for the visual display, using the exact physical 
action they used as novices; intermediate users suspecting 
the desired command location but unwilling to execute it 
without confirmation can also benefit from FastTap, by 
anticipating the location of the target, positioning their 
finger over it while waiting for the grid to appear, and 
selecting the command after visual confirmation. 

Design Goal 3: Support a large number of commands 
While marking menus are generally limited to eight or 
twelve commands per level [14], various extensions 
significantly increase this limit. Polygon menus [25] and 
flower menus [2] both allow more commands by increasing 
the types of gestures available. More recently, Roy et al. 
[19] developed Augmented Letters, a system whereby users 
draw the first letter of a command on the screen, then select 
from a radial menu of resulting candidate commands. 
OctoPocus [5] recognizes gestures by shape, and provides 
visual suggestions for the remaining gesture based on the 
initial movements. While these systems increase the 
number of commands that marking menus can support, they 
still rely on gesture-based interaction. 

Rapid execution is our priority for FastTap, but we also 
intend that it will support a wide command vocabulary. In 
FastTap, the number of items at each level is limited only 
by the size of the screen; our prototype uses a 5x4 grid, 
with one cell being used as the FastTap activation button. 
However, this number can be increased through the use of 
different activation buttons, or command tabs, which can be 
arranged along the bottom of the screen. We consider these 
design possibilities further in the Discussion. 

STUDY: SELECTION PERFORMANCE 
The aim of the study was to assess the performance of 
FastTap for command selection on tablets. We compared 
FastTap to marking menus [15], which allow fast command 

selection for experts and support a smooth transition to 
expertise. We compared the two interfaces in a controlled 
experiment where participants selected a set of commands 
over several repeated blocks, allowing us to examine both 
novice and more expert selection behavior.  

Experimental Conditions 
Both FastTap and marking menus were implemented in a 
functional multi-touch drawing application (see Figure 2).  

  

Figure 2. Study UIs. Left: marking menu (arrow shows 
gesture path). Right: FastTap. Cue appears at top of screen.  

FastTap. As described above, FastTap provides modal 
access to a grid of command buttons. Selections are made 
by pressing a command button, either after invoking the 
grid display, or simultaneously with the invocation button 
(i.e., by chording). There is no difference in the selection 
mechanism for novice or expert use – experts who know the 
item locations simply tap the command before the interface 
is shown. After a chorded selection, feedback on the 
selected command is given by displaying the command icon 
for 500ms (Figure 1, right). The interface used in the 
experiment contained sixteen command buttons in a 4x4 
grid , of which eight were used as study targets. The sixteen 
commands were organized into four rows that grouped 
similar commands together (see Figure 2). 

Marking menus. We implemented a 16-item marking menu 
with a two-level hierarchy, adapted from Kurtenbach’s 
previous work [15]. Once again, only eight of the 16 items 
were used as study targets. Upon invocation of the menu 
(described below), users move a finger towards one of four 
categories shown on screen (Shapes, Colors, Line Style, 
Line Width), and then to one of the items in that category 
(see Figure 2, left). The items in each category were the 
same as the row groups used in FastTap (Figure 2). We 
used a hierarchy because previous research indicates that 
selection errors increase significantly for menu levels 
containing more than eight items [15]. We chose commands 
for the study that fit well with the four categories, to reduce 
the chance that participants would select the wrong 
category. The categories are only needed when participants 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Left: FastTap UI with three tabs. 
Right: A color picker converted to work with FastTap. 

Finally, it is also possible that if the grid interface cannot 
accommodate all of the application’s commands, it could 
still function as a ‘hotbox’ [13] for frequently-used items. 

FastTap with different size factors 
Our experiments were conducted on a device equipped with 
a 7-inch touchscreen. We used this relatively small size 
factor because tablets with screens smaller than 8 inches are 
the main proportion of the current tablet market, and this 
proportion is forecast to increase by 2017 [9]. We 
conducted pilot studies on several smaller touch-screen 
devices (e.g., Nexus 4, Galaxy S3), mostly testing the 
drawing system. The systems worked well, although the 
command buttons were smaller overall, which may have 
accuracy implications for expert users.  

Porting FastTap to tablets with larger screens also raises 
interesting questions, especially whether the designer 
should use the full screen to fit more commands. If not, the 
FastTap interface can be limited to a comfortable size for 
the user’s hand. Using the full screen, however, would 
permit more commands to be displayed, but it would also 
create problems for single-handed operation due to hand-
span limitations. A different triggering mechanism might be 
used for commands that are further away than a hand span – 
such as the bimanual thumb technique used in Wagner’s 
BiTouch system [23]. 

Issues regarding device orientation 
Mobile devices such as tablet computers can be used in 
different orientations, which changes the aspect ratio of the 
screen. There are three possibilities to accommodate 
orientation changes. First, the grid could maintain its 
overall aspect ratio and scale to fit the smaller dimension of 
the new orientation, requiring that users adapt to a different-
scale interface. Second, the grid could change its aspect 
ratio to fill the new orientation, requiring that users adapt to 
a stretched version of the grid. As shown by Scarr et al. 
[20], these two transformations would cause only a minor 
disruption to spatial selections. Finally, the grid could 
maintain its size regardless of the orientation, fitting the 
most constraining orientation.  

Biomechanical constraints 
Some of our participants cited difficulties with the hand 
positions required to select commands with FastTap. 
Specifically, participants noted that targets were more 
difficult to acquire when they were close to or far away 
from the trigger button, or when they were at the lower-
right side of the grid. People with long fingernails had 
particular difficulty maintaining registered contact with the 
display when selecting targets near to the trigger button, 
(the natural posture for such selections involves the fingers 
being nearly perpendicular to the display, causing nails to 
lift fingers off the touch screen).  

In all cases, however, problems with hand positions were 
addressed in two ways. First, users could re-orient the 
device with the holding hand in order to present a better 
presentation of the trigger and target buttons. For example, 
to more easily tap a target in the lower right part of the grid, 
the user could turn the device slightly anticlockwise with 
their holding hand, so that the target button (finger) was 
above and to the right of the trigger button (thumb). 
Second, users did not have to use the thumb and forefinger 
to make selections, and could use a combination that 
simplified the particular selection. For example, many users 
used their first and second fingers for the bottom row of 
commands instead of their thumb and first finger.  

It would also be possible to change from a grid-based 
command organization to one that better matches the 
ergonomics of the hand. However, it is not clear whether a 
non-rectilinear grid would make it more difficult to acquire 
targets in expert mode (i.e., with no visual feedback). 

FastTap and advanced interfaces 
Modern UIs generally include widgets more advanced than 
push-buttons. For example, sliders or color spectrum 
pickers can be used to provide a finer degree of control over 
application parameters. These widgets can easily be 
converted to work with FastTap, as shown in Figure 5. 
FastTap provides quick access to these widgets and allows 
users to perform rapid and coarse slider positioning that can 
instantly be adjusted without having to switch modes. 

Modal interface and occlusion of the document 
All in-place interfaces (including marking menus) occlude 
parts of the document, but the overlay presentation of 
FastTap’s interface is different in that it completely fills the 
screen. In most cases, this is unlikely to cause a problem for 
the user, for three reasons: first, the grid is partially 
transparent and so the main visual elements of the 
document can be seen through the FastTap overlay; second, 
the overlay does not appear at all in expert mode, so there is 
no occlusion problem for experienced users; third, it is easy 
for the user to control the presence of the overlay (by lifting 
their thumb from the activation button), allowing rapid 
switching back and forth from the document to the UI. 

One case where the overlay presentation requires a design 
solution is the situation where the user has selected an 
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Bezel Tap
• usually: wake up tablet + unlock + navigate 

to command
• immediate interaction on handheld tablets

– bezel tap + screen contact

14

Hierarchical menus
 64 commands: 12 menus, 4 shortcuts 

�48
Literature: Serrano, M. Bezel-Tap Gestures: Quick Activation of Commands from Sleep Mode on Tablets, CHI’13
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Bezel Tap
• feedforward : designed to transition from 

novice to expert user.

15
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WKH�ZHDWKHU� IRUHFDVW�� DQG�PRUH�EDVLF� DFWLRQV� OLNH� FRS\LQJ��
SDVWLQJ�� DQG� DSSOLFDWLRQ� VZLWFKLQJ�� 6LQFH� PRELOH� GHYLFHV�
FRQVWDQWO\�VZLWFK�WR�VOHHS�PRGH�WR�VDYH�HQHUJ\��LQWHUDFWLRQ�
LV�KDPSHUHG�E\� WKH�QHHG� WR�UHDFWLYDWH� WKHP�ZKHQHYHU� WKH\�
KDYH�JRQH�WR�VOHHS��W\SLFDOO\�E\�SUHVVLQJ�D�SK\VLFDO�EXWWRQ�
DQG� VOLGLQJ� D� ZLGJHW� RQ� WKH� VFUHHQ�� 7KLV� SUREOHP� LV�
H[DFHUEDWHG� ZKHQ� PRELOH� GHYLFHV� DUH� XVHG� WR� FRQWURO�
PXOWLPHGLD� GHYLFHV� �79�� VHW�WRS� ER[�� HWF��� DQG� KRPH�
HTXLSPHQW� �KRPH� DXWRPDWLRQ�� GRPRWLFV� V\VWHPV��� D� XVDJH�
OLNHO\�WR�EHFRPH�FRPPRQ�LQ�WKH�QHDU�IXWXUH�>������@��,Q�WKLV�
VFHQDULR� UHPRWH�FRPPDQGV� H[SDQG� WKH� ODUJH� VHW�RI�PRELOH�
DSSOLFDWLRQV�� 7KH� FKDOOHQJH�� WKHQ�� LV� WR� DOORZ� DOZD\V�
DYDLODEOH� DQG� UDSLG� DFFHVV� WR� D� UHODWLYHO\� ODUJH� QXPEHU� RI�
FRPPDQGV��

7KLV�SDSHU�SUHVHQWV�%H]HO�7DS�*HVWXUHV��D�QRYHO�LQWHUDFWLRQ�
WHFKQLTXH� DOORZLQJ� PLFUR�LQWHUDFWLRQV� RQ� PRELOH� GHYLFHV��
1RW�RQO\�FDQ�WKH�WHFKQLTXH�VHUYH�WR�RSHQ�DQ�DSSOLFDWLRQ�DQG�
ODXQFK� D� IDYRULWH� FRPPDQG� UDSLGO\�� LW� FDQ� DOVR� ZDNH� WKH�
GHYLFH�LI�DVOHHS��8VLQJ�D�FRPELQDWLRQ�RI�LQSXW�PRGDOLWLHV��LW�
LV�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�FORVH� VXFFHVVLRQ�RI� WZR�LQSXW�HYHQWV��D� WDS�
RQ� WKH�EH]HO�� GHWHFWHG� E\� DFFHOHURPHWHUV�� DQG� D� SUHVV�RU� D�
VOLGLQJ� JHVWXUH� RQ� WKH� WRXFKVFUHHQ�� :KLOH� SULPDULO\�
GHVLJQHG� IRU� WDEOHWV��ZKLFK�KDYH�TXLWH� ODUJH�EH]HOV��%H]HO�
7DS� *HVWXUHV� FDQ� EH� DGDSWHG� WR� VPDOOHU� GHYLFHV� VXFK� DV�
VPDUWSKRQHV�� /LWWOH� YLVXDO� DWWHQWLRQ� LV� UHTXLUHG� DQG� H\HV�
IUHH�RSHUDWLRQ�LV�SRVVLEOH���

�
3HUPLVVLRQ� WR�PDNH�GLJLWDO�RU�KDUG�FRSLHV�RI�DOO� RU�SDUW�RI� WKLV�ZRUN� IRU�
SHUVRQDO�RU�FODVVURRP�XVH�LV�JUDQWHG�ZLWKRXW�IHH�SURYLGHG�WKDW�FRSLHV�DUH�
QRW�PDGH�RU�GLVWULEXWHG�IRU�SURILW�RU�FRPPHUFLDO�DGYDQWDJH�DQG�WKDW�FRSLHV�
EHDU�WKLV�QRWLFH�DQG�WKH�IXOO�FLWDWLRQ�RQ�WKH�ILUVW�SDJH��7R�FRS\�RWKHUZLVH��
RU� UHSXEOLVK�� WR� SRVW� RQ� VHUYHUV� RU� WR� UHGLVWULEXWH� WR� OLVWV�� UHTXLUHV� SULRU�
VSHFLILF�SHUPLVVLRQ�DQG�RU�D�IHH��
&+,�������$SULO���±0D\����������3DULV��)UDQFH��
&RS\ULJKW��������$&0������������������������������������
�
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Literature: Serrano, M. Bezel-Tap Gestures: Quick Activation of Commands from Sleep Mode on Tablets, CHI’13
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Bezel Tap Technique
• Field study result: 

– no cross talk with 
everyday activities.

16

Field study 2: Power consumption

�38

6.15 taps/hour

Field study 2: Power consumption

�38

6.15 taps/hour

Field study 2: Power consumption

�38

6.15 taps/hour

Literature: Serrano, M. Bezel-Tap Gestures: Quick Activation of Commands from Sleep Mode on Tablets, CHI’13

Bezel-Tap

Inter-tap time RobustRapid

�28

< 400ms

Low power consumption

� �

DERXW� ����P$� LQ� LGOH�PRGH� DQG������P$� LQ� DFWLYH�PRGH��
7KLV�LV�ZK\�WHFKQLTXHV�RQO\�UHO\LQJ�RQ�WKH�WRXFKVFUHHQ��IRU�
LQVWDQFH� %H]HO� *HVWXUHV�� ZRXOG� QRW� EH� DSSURSULDWH� IRU�
UHDFWLYDWLQJ� WKH� GHYLFH�� 7DSSLQJ� WKH� EH]HO� LV� DOVR� PRUH�
FRQYHQLHQW�WKDQ�SUHVVLQJ�D�EXWWRQ��D�YHU\�ORZ�FRQVXPSWLRQ�
LQSXW� GHYLFH�� VLPSO\� EHFDXVH� LW� UHSUHVHQWV� D� YHU\� ODUJH�
WDUJHW�WKDW�FDQ�KDUGO\�EH�PLVVHG���

6RPH�FRPSRQHQWV�RI�D�PRELOH�GHYLFH��VXFK�DV�WKH�*60�DQG�
WKH�&38��UHPDLQ�SRZHUHG�LQ�VOHHS�PRGH�LQ�RUGHU�WR�UHFHLYH�
FDOOV� RU� 606�� $V� VKRZQ� LQ� >�@� WKH� SRZHU� FRQVXPSWLRQ� LV�
DERXW���P:�GXULQJ�VOHHS�PRGH�IRU�D����*�$QGURLG�EDVHG�
VPDUWSKRQH��KHQFH�DOORZLQJ�DERXW���K�RI�EDWWHU\�OLIH���7KH�
SRZHU�QHHGHG�E\� WKH�DFFHOHURPHWHUV�XVHG� LQ�RXU�SURWRW\SH�
����P:�� VKRXOG� WKXV� RQO\� UHGXFH� WKH� EDWWHU\� OLIH� RI� WKLV�
GHYLFH�E\�DERXW�WKUHH�TXDUWHUV�RI�DQ�KRXU��7KLV�ILJXUH�ZRXOG�
EH� PXFK� OHVV� XVLQJ� UHFHQW�� PRUH� SRZHU�HIILFLHQW� PRGHOV�
VXFK� DV� WKH� /,6�'+� >��@�� ZKLFK� PD\� XVH� DV� OLWWOH� DV� ����
P:��$QG�SHUIRUPDQFH�LV�SHUPDQHQWO\�LPSURYLQJ� WKDQNV�WR�
UHVHDUFK� RQ� WKH� FRQWLQXRXV� VHQVLQJ� RI� KXPDQ� DFWLYLW\�
WKURXJK� PRELOH� VHQVRUV� >�����@�� 7KH� VROXWLRQ� ZH� DUH�
H[DPLQLQJ� LQ� WKLV�SDSHU� LV�KHQFH� LQGHHG�YLDEOH� LQ� WHUPV�RI�
SRZHU�FRQVXPSWLRQ��HVSHFLDOO\�LQ�WKH�FDVH�RI�WDEOHWV��ZKLFK�
XVXDOO\� KDYH� D� IDLUO\� ODUJH� EDWWHU\� �H�J��� WKH� EDWWHU\� RI� WKH�
6DPVXQJ�*DOD[\�7DE������VXSSOLHV�����P$K����

7DSSLQJ� RQ� WKH� EH]HO� ZLOO� SRZHU� XS� WKH� FDSDFLWLYH�
WRXFKVFUHHQ�RI�WKH�GHYLFH�IRU�D�IHZ�PLOOLVHFRQGV��:KLOH��DV�
VHHQ� DERYH�� WKH� FRQVXPSWLRQ� RI� D� FDSDFLWLYH� VFUHHQ� LV� IDU�
IURP�QHJOLJLEOH��WKLV�LV�QRW�D�SUREOHP�EHFDXVH�VXFK�DQ�HYHQW�
ZLOO� RQO\� RFFXU� UDUHO\�� HYHQ� LQ�PRELOH� FRQWH[W�� DV�ZH�ZLOO�
VHH�LQ�WKH�IDOVH�SRVLWLYH�VWXG\�SUHVHQWHG�EHORZ���

7KH� LQWHU�WDS� WLPH� �WKH� DPRXQW� RI� WLPH� HODSVHG� IURP� WKH�
EH]HO�WDS�WR�WKH�VFUHHQ�WRXFK��LV�ODUJHU�WKDQ�WKH�WLPH�QHHGHG�
WR� UHDFWLYDWH� WKH� WRXFKVFUHHQ�� ,Q� WKHRU\�� WRXFKVFUHHQV�KDYH�
YHU\� VPDOO� UHDFWLYDWLRQ� ODWHQFLHV�� OHVV� WKDQ� ��PV� IRU� DQ�
$WPHO�PD;7RXFK�RQ�D�6DPVXQJ�*DOD[\�7DE�WDEOHW��8VLQJ�D�
FDPHUD�� ZH� DSSUR[LPDWHO\� PHDVXUHG� KRZ� PXFK� WLPH� ZDV�
QHHGHG�IRU�UHDFWLYDWLQJ�DQ�L3KRQH�DQG�DQ�L3DG��$FFRUGLQJ�WR�
RXU�PHDVXUHPHQWV�ZDNH�XS�WDNHV�DERXW����PV����IUDPHV�LQ�
D����ISV� LPDJH��DIWHU�SUHVVLQJ� WKH�SK\VLFDO�EXWWRQ�RI� WKHVH�
GHYLFHV��7KLV�GXUDWLRQ�LV�DERXW�KDOI�RI�WKH�LQWHU�WDS�WLPH�ZH�
PHDVXUHG� LQ� ([SHULPHQW���� 2XU� WHFKQLTXH� LV� WKXV� DOUHDG\�
FRPSDWLEOH�ZLWK�FRPPRQ�FRPPHUFLDO�GHYLFHV��

+DUGZDUH�
:H� ILUVW� WHVWHG� RXU� WDS� DOJRULWKP�ZLWK� D� 6DPVXQJ�*DOD[\�
WDEOHW� 7DE������ �GLVSOD\�� ����¶¶�� UHVROXWLRQ� ����� [� ����
SL[HOV�� GLPHQVLRQV�� ������ [� ������ [� ���� PP�� RULJLQDO�
ZHLJKW�����J��UXQQLQJ�$QGURLG������FRQWDLQLQJ�RQH�EXLOW�LQ�
WKUHH�D[LV�DFFHOHURPHWHU�VLWXDWHG�RQ�WKH�WRS�ULJKW�FRUQHU�RI�
WKH� GHYLFH� �SRVLWLRQ� IRXQG� IURP� D� GHYLFH� WHDU� GRZQ��� 3UH�
WHVWV� VKRZHG� WKDW� WKLV� DFFHOHURPHWHU�SHUPLWV� WR�GHWHFW� WDSV�
ZLWK� VXIILFLHQW�DFFXUDF\�RQ� WKH� WRS�DQG�ULJKW�EH]HO� UHJLRQV�
�����RI�WDSV�GHWHFWHG��WKLV�UHVXOWLQJ�IURP�LWV�ORFDWLRQ���ZLWK�
D�JHQHUDO�VXFFHVV�UDWH�RI�����RYHU�DOO�EH]HO�UHJLRQV���

7KH� %H]HO�7DS� WHFKQLTXH� FDQ� KHQFH� DOUHDG\� ZRUN� ZLWK�
H[LVWLQJ�HTXLSPHQW��EXW�QRW�RQ�DOO�EH]HO�UHJLRQV��7KLV�OHG�XV�
WR�EXLOG�D�SURWRW\SH�WR�SHUIRUP�D�PRUH�JHQHUDO�H[SHULPHQW��
7R�GR�VR�ZH�IL[HG�DQ�H[WHUQDO�DFFHOHURPHWHU�RQ�WKH�EDFN�RI�
WKH� ERWWRP�OHIW� FRUQHU� RI� WKH� GHYLFH� �)LJXUH����� DQ� HDV\�
VROXWLRQ� IURP� D� PDQXIDFWXULQJ� SRLQW� RI� YLHZ� DV�
DFFHOHURPHWHUV� DUH� FKHDS�� OLJKW� DQG� VPDOO� REMHFWV� �DERXW�
�[�[�PP����

�
)LJXUH����7HVW�SURWRW\SH�ZLWK�DQ�H[WHUQDO�DFFHOHURPHWHU��

:H� XVHG� DQ� $';/���� ��D[LV� ����� J� DFFHOHURPHWHU� >�@��
DYDLODEOH� LQ� D� VPDOO� ��[�[����PP�� SODVWLF� FKLS� SDFNDJH��
7KH� DFFHOHURPHWHU� ZDV� SOXJJHG� WR� D� PLFUR�FRQWUROOHU�
$UGXLQR�1DQR�����>�@��FRQQHFWHG�WKURXJK�D�86%�ZLUH�WR�D�
3&��7KH�ZLUH�ZDV�IL[HG�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�WKH�WDEOHW�86%�SRZHU�
FDEOH� LQ� RUGHU� WR� PLQLPL]H� LWV� GHWULPHQWDO� HIIHFW� RQ� WKH�
PDQLSXODELOLW\�RI�WKH�SURWRW\SH��$V�WKH�SRZHU�FDEOH�KDG�WR�
EH�SOXJJHG� DQ\ZD\�GXULQJ� WHVWV�� KDYLQJ� D�ZLUHG�SURWRW\SH�
HQWDLOHG� QR� VLJQLILFDQW� H[WUD� FRVW�� $� -DYD� SURJUDP� ZDV�
ZULWWHQ� LQ� RUGHU� WR� SDUVH� YDOXHV� IURP� WKH� H[WHUQDO�
DFFHOHURPHWHU� DQG� GLVSDWFK� WKHP� WR� WKH� WDEOHW� WKURXJK� WKH�
:L)L� QHWZRUN�� 7KH� EDFN� RI� WKH� SURWRW\SH�ZDV� VKLHOGHG� LQ�
RUGHU� WR�UHVLVW�H[WHQVLYH�H[SHULPHQWDWLRQ�DQG� WR�SUHVHUYH�D�
KDQG\�PDQLSXODWLRQ��

(;3(5,0(17����758(�$1'�)$/6(�326,7,9(6�678'<�
7KH� JRDO� RI� WKLV� H[SHULPHQW� ZDV� ILUVW� WR� RSWLPL]H� WKH�
WKUHVKROG� IRU� WDS� GHWHFWLRQ� �WUXH� SRVLWLYHV��� DQG� VHFRQG� WR�
HYDOXDWH� WKH� SUREDELOLW\� RI� IDOVH� SRVLWLYHV� ZKHQ� XVLQJ� WKH�
WDEOHW� LQ� WKH� ILHOG��)RU�SUDFWLFDO� UHDVRQV��ZH� RQO\� XVHG� WKH�
EXLOW�LQ�DFFHOHURPHWHU�LQ� WKLV�H[SHULPHQW�VLQFH�WKH�H[WHUQDO�
DFFHOHURPHWHU�QHHGHG�WR�EH�SOXJJHG�WR�D�FRPSXWHU��+HQFH��
ZH� RQO\� FRQVLGHUHG� WDSV� WKDW� WKH� EXLOW�LQ� DFFHOHURPHWHU�
FRXOG�GHWHFW�ZLWK�VXIILFLHQW�DFFXUDF\��WKDW�LV�WR�VD\�WDSV�RQ�
WKH�WRS�DQG�ULJKW�EH]HO�UHJLRQV���

7KUHVKROG�VHWWLQJ�
:H�DVNHG�VL[�XVHUV�WR�SHUIRUP����WDSV�HDFK�����RQ�HDFK�RI�
WKH�WRS�DQG�ULJKW�UHJLRQV�RI�WKH�EH]HO��7KH�ORJJLQJ�VRIWZDUH�
ZDV�UXQQLQJ�RQ�D�3&�DQG�WKHUH�ZDV�QR�YLVXDO�IHHGEDFN��7KH�
SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH� ILUVW� H[SODLQHG�ZKDW� D� EH]HO� WDS�ZDV� DQG�
WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�D�WDS�DQG�D�WRXFK��:H�DVNHG�XVHUV�WR�
WDS�� LQ� VHSDUDWH� EORFNV� RI� WULDOV�� RQ� WKH� WZR� UHJLRQV� RI� WKH�
EH]HO�ZKLOH�KROGLQJ� WKH� WDEOHW� LQ� WKHLU�KDQGV��5HJLRQ�RUGHU�
ZDV�FRXQWHUEDODQFHG��

Session: Mobile Gestures CHI 2013: Changing Perspectives, Paris, France
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Augmented Letters
• mnemonic association to command names.

– used the $1 recognizer for the unistroke letter.

• flattening command hierarchy
• tail to discriminate between commands 

starting with the same name.
• seamless transition between novice and 

expert.

17

Literature: Roy, Q. et al.: Augmented Letters: Mnemonic Gesture-Base Shortcuts, CHI’13
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• Two-handed simultaneous: draw two 
strokes at the same time.

• Two-handed Ordered: alternate the hand 
used to draw each stroke.

18

Literature: Kin, K. et al.: Two-handed marking menus for multitouch devices, ToCHI’11

Two-handed Marking Menus

16:2 K. Kin et al.

Fig. 1. Using a two-handed ordered marking menu the left thumb strokes to select “Text Attributes” and
then the right thumb selects “Bold” to modify the sentence. With a two-handed simultaneous marking menu,
users draw both strokes at the same time.

iPhone/iPod Touch [Apple] and for large-screen co-located collaborative work sur-
faces [MERL; Microsoft; PerceptivePixel]. Marking menus are a good match for small
devices because they require very little screen space to perform. More generally, be-
cause marking menus are gesture-based techniques, they do not require precise target-
ing and thereby circumvent the fat finger problem [Potter et al. 1988]. Unlike a mouse
or stylus, multitouch devices detect multiple points of contact and therefore support
two-handed interactions. These devices have the potential to significantly increase the
efficiency of interaction because users can overlap their hand motions and work with
both hands in parallel.

In this article, we examine the speed and accuracy of one and two-handed multi-
stroke marking menus with two multitouch devices: a small-screen Apple iPod Touch
operated with the thumbs (Figure 1) and a Fingerworks iGesture [Fingerworks] op-
erated with the index or middle fingers as one would on a large-screen interactive
surface. Our primary contribution is the design and evaluation of two new two-handed
variants of multistroke marking menus.

Two-Handed Simultaneous. Users draw two strokes, one with each hand, at the same
time. This variant is designed to maximize parallelism in hand motions and thereby
offer the fastest selection times.

Two-Handed Ordered. Users alternate the hand used to draw each stroke. Since
either hand (left or right) can start the stroke sequence, this variant offers access to
twice as many menu items for the same number of strokes, while also allowing for some
temporal overlap in hand motions.

We compare the speed and accuracy of these two-handed designs to one-handed
marking menus, We find that the two-handed simultaneous technique outperforms
the single, dominant-handed technique by 10–15% in total time. However, we show
through a longitudinal study spanning four hours over five days, that obtaining this
performance gain requires some practice. As users gain familiarity with the two-handed
design, selecting a menu item becomes proceduralized and autonomous, allowing two
hands to outperform one hand. While the two-handed ordered approach is not signif-
icantly faster than the one-handed approach in total time, it doubles the number of
accessible menu items.

The anatomy of the hand imposes constraints on the range of motions different
fingers can make. It may be easier to draw individual strokes or pairs of strokes in some

ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 18, No. 3, Article 16, Publication date: July 2011.

© ACM, 2011. This is the author's version of the work. It is posted here by permission of ACM for your personal use. 
Not for redistribution. The definitive version was published in the ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction 18(3), 7/2011.
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one performance finding
• two-handed simultaneous: symmetric or 

similar direction pairs perform faster

• does that result remind you of something?

19

Two-Handed Marking Menus for Multitouch Devices 16:17

Fig. 14. Average total time (with 95% confidence intervals) per stroke pair for the 4-2 layout. For 2HS, pairs
of strokes that are bilaterally symmetric or share the same direction are 18% faster to draw than the other
pairs.

movement time and menu technique did not significantly affect accuracy, (2) for menu
layout 4-4, neither day nor menu technique significantly affected accuracy. We found
no significant interactions in any of the ANOVAs. We include more detailed numerical
results in the electronic appendix.

7.2. Longitudinal Discussion

Time and Accuracy. While we cannot accept our hypothesis (H4) that reaction times
would converge, we found that the difference in reaction times between 1HR and 2HS
did decrease significantly after five days. The decrease was 29.6% for the 4-2 layout
and 26.2% for the 4-4 layout, suggesting that time required to coordinate two hand
movements diminishes with practice. For the 4-2 layout, there was no significant dif-
ference in movement time across days. For the 4-4 layout, reaction and movement time
improved for both techniques, but the movement time advantage for 2HS outweighed
the reaction time advantage for 1HR. Menu technique had a significant effect on total
time, and by day five, total time was faster for 2HS than 1HR by 15.3% for layout 4-2
and 10.3% for layout 4-4, confirming hypothesis H5. In our initial study, 2HS had a
relatively low accuracy rate for the 4-4 layout (89.5%). Although we did not find the
day to have a significant effect on accuracy, the average accuracy did improve from
88.0% to 92.4% after five days and there was no significant difference between the two
techniques. Together, these results suggest that although 2HS may be more difficult to
use than 1HR at first, with moderate practice an expert user can access menus items
more quickly using 2HS than 1HR, while maintaining reasonably good accuracy.

Stroke Directions. Figure 14 shows the total time in sorted order for each of the
16 stroke pairs in the 1HR condition (top) and the 2HS condition (bottom). For 2HS,
we find that drawing strokes that are bilaterally symmetric or in the same direction
(translationally symmetric), is 18% faster on average than drawing the remaining
stroke pairs. For 1HR, we find no large difference in total time between groups of
stroke pairs, but the pairs in which both strokes are drawn in the same direction are
the four fastest.

Our 2HS results indicate that users are most efficient at drawing symmetric stokes
and are consistent with prior studies of two-handed motion control [Kelso 1984;
Mechsner et al. 2001]. Together, these studies suggest that people find it more difficult
to draw pairs of asymmetric strokes than symmetric strokes. However, the stimuli for

ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 18, No. 3, Article 16, Publication date: July 2011.

© ACM, 2011. This is the author's version of the work. It is posted here by permission of ACM for your personal use. 
Not for redistribution. The definitive version was published in the ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction 18(3), 7/2011.
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Menu Techniques

• FastTap
• BezelTap
• Augmented Letters
• Two-handed Marking Menus

• Occlusion-aware interfaces

20

Literature: Cao, x. et al.:
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Occlusion-aware interfaces

21
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Occlusion-aware interfaces
• one approach: experimental study using a 

novel combination of video capture, 
augmented reality marker tracking, and 
image processing techniques to capture 
occlusion silhouettes. 
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FORMAL EXPERIMENT 
Our goal is to measure the size and shape of the occluded 
area of a tablet-sized display. To accomplish this, we record 
the participant’s view of their hand with a head-mounted 
video camera as they select targets at different locations on 
the display. We then extract key frames from the video and 
isolate occlusion silhouettes of the participant’s hand as they 
appear from their vantage point.  
Participants 
22 people (8 female, 14 male) with a mean age of 26.1 (SD 
8.3) participated. All participants were right-handed and pre-
screened for color blindness. Participants had little or no ex-
perience with direct pen input, but this is acceptable since we 
are observing a lower level physical behaviour.  
At the beginning of each session, we measured the partici-
pant’s hand and forearm since anatomical dimensions likely 
influence the amount of occlusion (Figure 2). We considered 
controlling for these dimensions, but recruiting participants to 
conform to anatomical sizes proved to be difficult, and the 
ranges for each control dimension were difficult to define. 

 
Figure 2. Anthropomorphic measurements (diagram 
adapted from Pheasant and Hastlegrave [13]). 

x EL - elbow to fingertip length 
x SL - shoulder to elbow length 
x UL - upper limb length including hand 
x FL - upper limb length, elbow to crease of wrist, EL - HL 
x HL - hand length, crease of the wrist to the tip of finger  
x HB - hand breadth, maximum width of palm  

Apparatus 
The experiment was conducted using a Wacom Cintiq 12UX 
direct input pen tablet. It has a 307 mm (12.1 inch) diagonal 
display, a resolution of 1280 by 800 pixels (261 by 163 mm), 
and a pixel density of 4.9 px/mm (125 DPI). We chose the 
Cintiq because it provides pen tilt information which is un-
available on current Tablet PCs. 
We positioned the tablet in portrait-orientation and supported 
it such that it was at an angle of 12 degrees off the desk, ori-
ented towards the participant. Participants were seated in an 
adjustable office chair with the height adjusted so that the 
elbow formed a 90 degree angle when the forearm was on the 
desk. This body posture is the most ergonomically sound 
according to Pheasant and Hastlegrave [13]. 
To capture the participant’s point-of-view, we use a small 
head-mounted video camera to record the entire experiment 
at 640 × 480 px resolution and 15 frames-per-second (Figure 
3a).  The camera is attached to a head harness using hook-
and-loop strips making it easy to move up or down so that it 
can be positioned as close as possible to the center of the 
eyes, without interfering with the participants’ line of sight. 

In pilot experiments, we found that we could position the 
camera approximately 40 mm above and forward of the line 
of sight, and the resulting image was very similar to what the 
participant saw.  
Printed fiducial markers were attached around the bezel of 
the tablet to enable us to transform the point-of-view frames 
to a standard, registered image perspective for analysis. De-
tails of the image analysis steps are in the next section. 

 
Figure 3. Experiment apparatus: (a) head mounted 
camera to capture point-of-view; (b) fiducial markers 
attached to tablet bezel (image is taken from head 
mounted camera video frame). 

 
Figure 4. (a) 7 x 11 grid for placement; (b) square; (c) 
circle target (targets are printed actual size). 

Task and Stimuli 
Participants were presented with individual trials consisting 
of an initial selection of a home target, followed by selection 
of a measurement target.  
The 128 px tall and 64 px wide home target was consistently 
located at the extreme right edge of the tablet display, 52 mm 
from the display bottom. This controlled the initial position 
of the hand and forearm at the beginning of each trial. We 
observed participants instinctively returning to a similar rest 
position in our initial observational study. 
The location of the measurement target was varied across 
trials at positions inscribed by a 7 × 11 unit invisible grid 
(Figure 4a). This created 77 different locations with target 
centers spaced 122 px horizontally and 123 px vertically. 
We observed two primary styles of pen manipulation in our 
initial observational study: long, localized interactions where 
the participant rested their palm on the display (such as ad-
justing a slider), and short, singular interactions performed 
without resting the hand (such as pushing a button). Based on 
this, our task had two types of target selection: tap – selection 
of a 64 px square target with a single tap (Figure 4b); and 
circle – selection of a circular target by circling within a 
28 px tolerance between a 4 px inner and 32 px outer radius 
(Figure 4c). The circle selection is designed to encourage 
participants to rest their palm, while the tap selection can be 
quickly performed with the palm in the air. The different 
shapes for the two selection tasks were intended to serve as a 
mnemonic to the user as to what action was required.  

HLHB

EL

FL

UL

SL

(a) (b)

(a)

(b) (c)
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ticipants, we found that grip style varied predominately 
across three dimensions: size of fist, angle of pen, and height 
of grip location on pen. We believe it is these characteristics 
of grip style that interact with anatomical measurements and 
ultimately govern occlusion area.  

 
Figure 11. Grip styles: (a) loose fist, low angle, me-
dium grip height; (b) tight fist, high angle, high grip 
height; (c) loose fist, straight angle, low grip height.  

Left-handed Users 
We conducted a small follow-up study with two left-handed 
users. Similar to Hancock and Booth’s finding with 
performance [7], we found that the left-handed data mirrored 
the right-handed individuals.  
Influence of Clothing 
We gathered our data for sleeveless participants to maintain a 
consistent baseline, but we recognize that size of the occlu-
sion silhouette could be much larger when clothed (consider 
using a tablet while wearing a loose fitting sweater or jacket). 
As a general rule, Pheasant and Hastlegrave [13] suggest add-
ing 25mm to all anatomical dimensions for men and 45mm 
for women to account for thickness of clothing.  
GEOMETRIC MODEL OF OCCLUSION SHAPE  
The experiment revealed that the occlusion shape was some-
what uniform within a participant and high level similarities 
appeared across participants. We wondered if a simple geo-
metric model could describe the general shape and position of 
the occlusion silhouettes. If so, by fitting this model to the 
actual silhouettes, the resulting model parameters could serve 
as empirical guidelines for designers. Moreover, this geomet-
ric representation could form the basis for a predicative ver-
sion of model: in real time, a system would be aware of oc-
cluded portions of the interface without the aid of elaborate 
sensors. For example, imagine an interface that knows when 
a status message is occluded, and re-displays it as a bubble in 
a nearby non-occluded area instead. 
There are many ways to approach modeling the shape of the 
occlusion silhouettes. Perhaps the most straightforward ap-
proach is to assume pixels below and to the right of the pen’s 
position are occluded, an approach which some designers and 
researchers seem to use implicitly. We refer to this as a 
bounding rectangle model (Figure 12c). This model is con-
stant relative to the pen’s position and requires no other input, 
but the accuracy is poor. At the other end of the spectrum, we 
could create a model with a flexible shape such as one com-
posed of Bézier spline segments (Figure 12a). While this 
would certainly yield a very accurate representation of the 
occluded area, the huge number of parameters would make 
fitting and interpreting the model difficult and hence imprac-
tical for creating empirical guidelines. Our aim then is to cre-

ate a simple model with a small number of parameters, yet 
still produce a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Scalable Circle and Pivoting Rectangle Model 
We noticed that the occlusion silhouettes produced by the 
experimental data often resembled a lopsided circle for the 
fist, a thick narrowing rectangle sticking out the bottom for 
the arm, and, with some participants, there was also a thinner 
rectangle puncturing the top of the ball for the pen. This 
meant that a single oriented bounding box would be unlikely 
to capture all grip styles accurately. Our first approach then, 
was to create a geometric model using an ellipse for the fist, 
an isosceles trapezoid for the arm, and a rectangle for the pen. 
However, even this model had 11 parameters and automati-
cally fitting the geometry to our experimental data was prob-
lematic. Instead, we simplified our representation further to 
an offset circle and a rectangle with only the following 5 pa-
rameters (also illustrated in Figure 12b): 
x q is the offset from the pen position p to the circle edge,  
x r is the radius of the circle over the fist area, 
x ) is the rotation angle of the circle around p (expressed in 

degrees where ) = 0q when the centre is due East, 
) = -45q for North-East, and ) = 45q for South-East), 

x 4 is the angle of rotation of the rectangle around the cen-
tre of the circle (using the same angle configuration as )), 

x w is the width of the rectangle representing the forearm. 
Note that the length of the rectangle is infinite for our pur-
poses. If we were building a model for larger displays, this 
may become another parameter, but at present we are con-
cerned with tablet-sized displays like the portable Tablet PC.  

 
Figure 12. Three occlusion shape models: (a) Bézier 
spline; (b) circle and rectangle; (b) bounding rectan-
gle. p is the position of the pen.  

Fitting the Geometric Model to Captured Silhouettes 
For each silhouette image from our experiment, we use non-
linear optimization techniques to set the five parameters of 
the geometric model so that it “fits” over the silhouette as 
accurately as possible. Note that other optimization algo-
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ticipants, we found that grip style varied predominately 
across three dimensions: size of fist, angle of pen, and height 
of grip location on pen. We believe it is these characteristics 
of grip style that interact with anatomical measurements and 
ultimately govern occlusion area.  

 
Figure 11. Grip styles: (a) loose fist, low angle, me-
dium grip height; (b) tight fist, high angle, high grip 
height; (c) loose fist, straight angle, low grip height.  

Left-handed Users 
We conducted a small follow-up study with two left-handed 
users. Similar to Hancock and Booth’s finding with 
performance [7], we found that the left-handed data mirrored 
the right-handed individuals.  
Influence of Clothing 
We gathered our data for sleeveless participants to maintain a 
consistent baseline, but we recognize that size of the occlu-
sion silhouette could be much larger when clothed (consider 
using a tablet while wearing a loose fitting sweater or jacket). 
As a general rule, Pheasant and Hastlegrave [13] suggest add-
ing 25mm to all anatomical dimensions for men and 45mm 
for women to account for thickness of clothing.  
GEOMETRIC MODEL OF OCCLUSION SHAPE  
The experiment revealed that the occlusion shape was some-
what uniform within a participant and high level similarities 
appeared across participants. We wondered if a simple geo-
metric model could describe the general shape and position of 
the occlusion silhouettes. If so, by fitting this model to the 
actual silhouettes, the resulting model parameters could serve 
as empirical guidelines for designers. Moreover, this geomet-
ric representation could form the basis for a predicative ver-
sion of model: in real time, a system would be aware of oc-
cluded portions of the interface without the aid of elaborate 
sensors. For example, imagine an interface that knows when 
a status message is occluded, and re-displays it as a bubble in 
a nearby non-occluded area instead. 
There are many ways to approach modeling the shape of the 
occlusion silhouettes. Perhaps the most straightforward ap-
proach is to assume pixels below and to the right of the pen’s 
position are occluded, an approach which some designers and 
researchers seem to use implicitly. We refer to this as a 
bounding rectangle model (Figure 12c). This model is con-
stant relative to the pen’s position and requires no other input, 
but the accuracy is poor. At the other end of the spectrum, we 
could create a model with a flexible shape such as one com-
posed of Bézier spline segments (Figure 12a). While this 
would certainly yield a very accurate representation of the 
occluded area, the huge number of parameters would make 
fitting and interpreting the model difficult and hence imprac-
tical for creating empirical guidelines. Our aim then is to cre-

ate a simple model with a small number of parameters, yet 
still produce a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Scalable Circle and Pivoting Rectangle Model 
We noticed that the occlusion silhouettes produced by the 
experimental data often resembled a lopsided circle for the 
fist, a thick narrowing rectangle sticking out the bottom for 
the arm, and, with some participants, there was also a thinner 
rectangle puncturing the top of the ball for the pen. This 
meant that a single oriented bounding box would be unlikely 
to capture all grip styles accurately. Our first approach then, 
was to create a geometric model using an ellipse for the fist, 
an isosceles trapezoid for the arm, and a rectangle for the pen. 
However, even this model had 11 parameters and automati-
cally fitting the geometry to our experimental data was prob-
lematic. Instead, we simplified our representation further to 
an offset circle and a rectangle with only the following 5 pa-
rameters (also illustrated in Figure 12b): 
x q is the offset from the pen position p to the circle edge,  
x r is the radius of the circle over the fist area, 
x ) is the rotation angle of the circle around p (expressed in 

degrees where ) = 0q when the centre is due East, 
) = -45q for North-East, and ) = 45q for South-East), 

x 4 is the angle of rotation of the rectangle around the cen-
tre of the circle (using the same angle configuration as )), 

x w is the width of the rectangle representing the forearm. 
Note that the length of the rectangle is infinite for our pur-
poses. If we were building a model for larger displays, this 
may become another parameter, but at present we are con-
cerned with tablet-sized displays like the portable Tablet PC.  

 
Figure 12. Three occlusion shape models: (a) Bézier 
spline; (b) circle and rectangle; (b) bounding rectan-
gle. p is the position of the pen.  

Fitting the Geometric Model to Captured Silhouettes 
For each silhouette image from our experiment, we use non-
linear optimization techniques to set the five parameters of 
the geometric model so that it “fits” over the silhouette as 
accurately as possible. Note that other optimization algo-
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ticipants, we found that grip style varied predominately 
across three dimensions: size of fist, angle of pen, and height 
of grip location on pen. We believe it is these characteristics 
of grip style that interact with anatomical measurements and 
ultimately govern occlusion area.  

 
Figure 11. Grip styles: (a) loose fist, low angle, me-
dium grip height; (b) tight fist, high angle, high grip 
height; (c) loose fist, straight angle, low grip height.  

Left-handed Users 
We conducted a small follow-up study with two left-handed 
users. Similar to Hancock and Booth’s finding with 
performance [7], we found that the left-handed data mirrored 
the right-handed individuals.  
Influence of Clothing 
We gathered our data for sleeveless participants to maintain a 
consistent baseline, but we recognize that size of the occlu-
sion silhouette could be much larger when clothed (consider 
using a tablet while wearing a loose fitting sweater or jacket). 
As a general rule, Pheasant and Hastlegrave [13] suggest add-
ing 25mm to all anatomical dimensions for men and 45mm 
for women to account for thickness of clothing.  
GEOMETRIC MODEL OF OCCLUSION SHAPE  
The experiment revealed that the occlusion shape was some-
what uniform within a participant and high level similarities 
appeared across participants. We wondered if a simple geo-
metric model could describe the general shape and position of 
the occlusion silhouettes. If so, by fitting this model to the 
actual silhouettes, the resulting model parameters could serve 
as empirical guidelines for designers. Moreover, this geomet-
ric representation could form the basis for a predicative ver-
sion of model: in real time, a system would be aware of oc-
cluded portions of the interface without the aid of elaborate 
sensors. For example, imagine an interface that knows when 
a status message is occluded, and re-displays it as a bubble in 
a nearby non-occluded area instead. 
There are many ways to approach modeling the shape of the 
occlusion silhouettes. Perhaps the most straightforward ap-
proach is to assume pixels below and to the right of the pen’s 
position are occluded, an approach which some designers and 
researchers seem to use implicitly. We refer to this as a 
bounding rectangle model (Figure 12c). This model is con-
stant relative to the pen’s position and requires no other input, 
but the accuracy is poor. At the other end of the spectrum, we 
could create a model with a flexible shape such as one com-
posed of Bézier spline segments (Figure 12a). While this 
would certainly yield a very accurate representation of the 
occluded area, the huge number of parameters would make 
fitting and interpreting the model difficult and hence imprac-
tical for creating empirical guidelines. Our aim then is to cre-

ate a simple model with a small number of parameters, yet 
still produce a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Scalable Circle and Pivoting Rectangle Model 
We noticed that the occlusion silhouettes produced by the 
experimental data often resembled a lopsided circle for the 
fist, a thick narrowing rectangle sticking out the bottom for 
the arm, and, with some participants, there was also a thinner 
rectangle puncturing the top of the ball for the pen. This 
meant that a single oriented bounding box would be unlikely 
to capture all grip styles accurately. Our first approach then, 
was to create a geometric model using an ellipse for the fist, 
an isosceles trapezoid for the arm, and a rectangle for the pen. 
However, even this model had 11 parameters and automati-
cally fitting the geometry to our experimental data was prob-
lematic. Instead, we simplified our representation further to 
an offset circle and a rectangle with only the following 5 pa-
rameters (also illustrated in Figure 12b): 
x q is the offset from the pen position p to the circle edge,  
x r is the radius of the circle over the fist area, 
x ) is the rotation angle of the circle around p (expressed in 

degrees where ) = 0q when the centre is due East, 
) = -45q for North-East, and ) = 45q for South-East), 

x 4 is the angle of rotation of the rectangle around the cen-
tre of the circle (using the same angle configuration as )), 

x w is the width of the rectangle representing the forearm. 
Note that the length of the rectangle is infinite for our pur-
poses. If we were building a model for larger displays, this 
may become another parameter, but at present we are con-
cerned with tablet-sized displays like the portable Tablet PC.  

 
Figure 12. Three occlusion shape models: (a) Bézier 
spline; (b) circle and rectangle; (b) bounding rectan-
gle. p is the position of the pen.  

Fitting the Geometric Model to Captured Silhouettes 
For each silhouette image from our experiment, we use non-
linear optimization techniques to set the five parameters of 
the geometric model so that it “fits” over the silhouette as 
accurately as possible. Note that other optimization algo-
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Occlusion-aware techniques
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sOmlhEJ2ac

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sOmlhEJ2ac
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Interaction between mobile & 
other screens

• Bumping & stitching
• Pick & drop
• Augmented surfaces
• Touch projector

25
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Bumping

• Hinckley, K., Bumping Objects Together as a Semantically Rich Way of 
Forming Connections between Ubiquitous Devices. UbiComp 2003

• http://kenhinckley.wordpress.com/?s=bump 
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Stitching

• Hinckley, K., Ramos, G., Guimbretiere, F., Baudisch, P., and Smith, M. 
Stitching: pen gestures that span multiple displays. In Proc. AVI 2004 

• http://kenhinckley.wordpress.com/?s=stitch 
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“Pick-and-Drop” and 
“Hyper Palette”
• Pick-and-Drop

– Direct manipulation for smart 
environments

– Extended “drag-and-drop” concept
– Create text on PDA, pick-and-drop 

to whiteboard

• Hyper Palette
– PDA as interaction device for table
– Electromagnetic 6D trackers
– Scoop-and-spread: tilting plus 

movement
Rekimoto. Pick-and-drop: a direct manipulation technique for 
multiple computer environments. UIST '97.
Ayatsuka, Matsushita, Rekimoto. HyperPalette: A hybrid computing 
environment for small computing devices. CHI '00.
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“Pick-and-Drop”

Rekimoto. Pick-and-drop: a direct manipulation technique for multiple computer environments. UIST '97.
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Augmented Surfaces

Rekimoto, Saitoh: Augmented surfaces: A spatially continuous work 
space for hybrid computing environments. CHI '99.

• Interchanging information 
between mobile devices, 
interactive surfaces, and 
physical objects

– Camera-based object recognition
– Projected displays as extensions 

of device screens
• Hyperdragging

– Move information across 
boundary of devices 
and surfaces
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Touch Projector: Mobile Interaction-
Through-Video
• Touch Projector: Interact with remote screens through 

a live video image on the mobile device
– Position tracking w.r.t. surrounding displays
– Project image onto target display

• Select targets, drag targets between displays

Boring, Baur, Butz, Gustafson, Baudisch: Touch Projector: Mobile 
Interaction-Through-Video. Proc. CHI 2010.
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Touch Projector

Boring, Baur, Butz, Gustafson, Baudisch: Touch Projector: Mobile Interaction-Through-Video. Proc. CHI 2010.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTMAKHzbl1E
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Mobile Technologies

34

context and task

theory

interaction techniques

in/output technologies
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• Two sheets of 
conductive, transparent 
material

• Connected by finger or 
pen pressure

• Resistance 
measurements
– Between X electrodes
– Between Y electrodes

Classical (resistive) Touch Sensing
[http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen]

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen
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Capacitive Touch Sensing
• Layer of conductive material holds charge
• Finger approaching the surface changes 

the amount of charge
• requires grid of driving and sensing lanes
• OR individual electrodes embedded in 

one layer 

[Dietz Leigh’01] [Rekimoto’02]

36
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Projected Capacitive Touch: iPad + iPhone
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/iphone2.htm 

37

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/iphone2.htm
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/iphone2.htm
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Capacitive Sensing: Sony SmartSkin
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Capacitive Sensing: Sony SmartSkin
• finger only changes capacitive coupling in grid

39
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Capacitive Sensing: MERL DiamondTouch
• finger acts as one electrode of the capacitor
• connection e.g., through the chair
• different users send different signals
• finger identification solved!!

40
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Capacitive Fingerprinting
• identify user with Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing

– measure the impedance of a user to the environment (i.e. ground) 
across a range of alternating (AC) frequencies

– user differentiation approach without instrumentation of user or 
environment.

• people differ in bone densities, muscle mass, wear 
different footwear, and other biological/anatomical factors
– unique electrical properties

• limitations: 
– distinguishes a small set of users.
– users can only touch sequentially, not simultaneously
– not robust enough yet for real-world use

41

Literature: Harrison, C. et al.: Capacitive Fingerprinting: Exploring User Differentiation by sensing electrical 
properties of the human body, UIST’12
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approach
• estimate impedance profiles of users at different 

frequencies
– instrument devices by single electrode and wire.
– e.g. at 1 kHZ bone has resistivity of approximately 45 Ωm, 1 

MHz is approx. 90 Ωm

• AC signal takes path with least impedance. sweep 
over a range of frequencies to direct current through 
various paths inside body.

• signal’s amplitude and phase changes differently at 
different frequencies.

• measure and build a frequency-to-impedance profile

42
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properties of a user, it should be possible to identify, or at 
least differentiate, the person. 
Humans have a multitude of electrical properties that can be 
measured, such as vital signs (e.g., EKG). In this paper, we 
estimate impedance profiles of users at different frequen-
cies, by using recently proposed SFCS techniques [26]. The 
advantage of SFCS is that it is trivial to instrument devices, 
as only a single electrode and wire are needed. Further-
more, it is inexpensive, and it does not require user to wear 
or hold any additional devices. We are not aware of previ-
ous attempts to explore SFCS for user identification.  
The fundamental physical principle behind Capacitive Fin-
gerprinting is that the path of alternating current (AC) in a 
human body depends on the signal frequency [11]. This is 
because the opposition of body tissues, blood, bones, etc., 
to the flow of electrical current – or body electrical imped-
ance – is also frequency dependent. For example, at 1 kHz 
bone has a resistivity of approximately 45 Ω•m, but at 1 
MHz it’s resistivity increases to ~90 Ω•m (Figure 2) [11]. 
Since the AC signal always flows along the path of least 
impedance, it is theoretically possible to direct the flow of 
the current through various paths inside the user’s body by 
sweeping over a range of frequencies. 
 As the signal flows through the body, the signal amplitude 
and phase change differently at different frequencies. These 
changes can be measured in real time and used to build a 
frequency-to-impedance profile. Different people, by virtue 
of having unique bodies, should exhibit slightly different 
profiles. Although we do not specifically model this rela-
tionship, our fingerprint-based classification approach relies 
on it. 
Importantly, Capacitive Fingerprinting is a non-invasive 
technique – we do not require a special purpose ground 
electrode be coupled to users (as in [9,10]). Instead, we use 
the natural environment as ground (i.e., the floor). This also 
means shoes influence the impedance profile. As shown in 
[2], users’ shoes are also fairly unique and aid poster classi-
fication. 
We should note that impedance measurements of the hu-
man body have been used since the 1970s in medical diag-
nostics, such as measuring fluid composition and BMI 
[11,17] and electro-impedance tomography imaging [7]. 
Despite a long history of such measurements, the correla-

tion between measured body impedance and properties of 
the human body are still not fully understood [11]. Most 
often, just one or two frequencies are used for such meas-
urements and we are not aware of any attempts to apply this 
technique in HCI applications. Capacitive Fingerprinting 
should not be confused with galvanic skin response (GSR), 
which measures the conductivity of the skin (see e.g., 
[18,22] for applications in HCI). 

PROTOTYPE 
We created a proof-of-concept system seen in Figure 1 and 
schematically described in Figure 3. To capture and classify 
impedance profiles among a small set of users, we employ 
Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing (SFCS), introduced as 
Touché [26]. Beyond the Touché sensor board, our system 
consists of a 6.7” LCD panel, a 6.4” IR touch screen, and 
an Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated transparent plastic sheet.  
The Touché sensor board generates a 6.6V peak-to-peak 
sinusoidal wave, ranging in frequency from 1KHz to 
3.5MHz, using 200 steps. This signal is injected into an 
ITO sheet situated on top of the LCD panel. When a user 
touches the ITO sheet, an electrical connection to the Tou-
ché sensor is created (the user is also grounded to the envi-
ronment). The current of the sine wave is significantly low-
er than 0.5 mA, safe for humans and on par with commer-
cially available touchscreens [33]. Impedance profiles are 
sent over USB to a computer approximately 33 times per 
second. Note that our present sensor board does not meas-
ure the true impedance of the body, but rather measures the 
amplitude component. Specifically, it creates a voltage-
divider circuit with a resistor and samples this with an AD 
converter. We leave measurement of the phase component 
to future work. 

 
Figure 3. A cutaway view of the touchscreen layers, which are connected to a Touché sensor board. Here, when a 
user touches the screen; our classifier attributes the touch event to a set of users that have previously logged in. 

 
Figure 2. Mean permittivity and resistivity of  

different tissues (from [11]). 
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• Multi-touch display
• GPS sensor (location)
• Accelerometer (orientation)
• Magnetometer (heading)
• Distance sensor (proximity)
• Ambient light sensor (brightness)
• RFID/NFC readers (tags)
• Camera

Sensors in Current Mobile Devices

Magnetometer

GPS Receiver

Accelerometer

Multi-touch sensor
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Sensors that Might be Used in Mobiles
• Motion sensors

– Accelerometer
– Magnetometer (compass)
– Gyroscope (rotation)
– Tilt sensor

• Force / pressure / strain
– Force-sensing resistor 

(FSR)
– Strain gauge (bending)
– Air pressure sensor
– Microphone

• Position
– Infrared range sensor 

(proximity)
– Linear and rotary position 

sensors
• Light sensors
• Temperature sensor
• Humidity sensor
• Gas sensor
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Source: Rekimoto: Tilting Operations for Small 
Screen Interfaces, 1996

How do Accelerometers work?

• Measure acceleration
– Change of velocity

• Causes of acceleration
– Gravity, vibration, human movement, etc.

• Typically three orthogonal axes
– Gravity as reference

• Operating principle
– Conceptually: damped mass on a spring
– Typically: silicon springs anchor a silicon wafer to controller 
– Movement to signal: Capacitance, induction, piezoelectric etc.

• Derive position by integration
– Problem: drift
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Gyroscope
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How do Magnetometers work?
• Measure strength and direction of magnetic field

– Have to be calibrated

• Causes of magnetic fields
– Earth’s magnetic field (varies from place to place)
– Electro magnetic interference (EMI)

• Typically three orthogonal axes
– Magnetic north as reference

• Operating principle
– Rotating coil, hall effect, etc.

• Technical parameters
– Sensitivity to EMI
– Update rate

KM51 Magnetic Field Sensor


